
Data Capture Accuracy Study Summary

I. PURPOSE

Recent advances in digital foot impression have made their way into the orthotics industry with significant 
potential. In fact, many of the traditional orthotics manufacturing laboratories are adopting digital scans 
of the foot to generate prescription orthotics. Yet, few research studies have examined the accuracy of these 
new methods. This study aims to investigate the data accuracy of measurement across traditional and 
digital capturing methods.

II. METHODOLOGY

Jeffrey D. Lehrman, DPM (JDL), the principal investigator and his team of residents conducted a double-blind 
study to investigate the validity of the data extracted from new digital scanning. Specifically, JDL compared the 
data obtained from the SOLS capturing method against data extracted from positive molds of slipper casts and 
foam box impressions. 

JDL captured the subjects’ feet with a slipper cast, a foam box impression and with the SOLS digital capture. 
The slipper casts and foam box impressions were sent to a third party lab* to produce positive foot molds. 
Three measurements were extracted from the positive foot molds: arch height, width of forefoot, and rearfoot 
varus/valgus. The same measurements are extracted digitally from the foot data captured from the SOLS digital 
process. Each measurement was taken by three different residents, and the average of each measurement was 
taken to reduce bias.

Sample Size: 
27 Patients (M:13, F:14) between the ages of 18 and 70, with no open wounds, previous foot amputations or active 
infections. 54 Individual Feet.

III. RESULTS

JDL and his team compared the mean of all the measurements in each data field and came to the following.

Arch Height
• The average difference between SOLS measurements & slipper cast is less than 

<1% of foot length.

• The difference between slipper cast and foam box is 3 times greater than that 
between slipper cast & SOLS.

Arch Height Measurement Differences Between Processes

In context, a patient with an arch height of 12mm would have the following 
measurement differences:

The measurement differences are small. However, SOLS digital capture is closer to 
the slipper cast data than the foam box.

* A complete study will be submitted by JDL and published in the Journal of the American Podiatric Medical Association (JAPMA).  

   Refer to the publication for full details.
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Percentage 

Difference

SOLS vs

Slipper Cast

+0.09%

SOLS vs 

Foam Box

+0.37%

Slipper Cast 

vs Foam Box

-0.28%

Measurement 

Difference

SOLS vs 

Slipper Cast

+0.01mm

SOLS vs 

Foam Box

+0.04mm

Slipper Cast 

vs Foam Box

-0.03mm

Arch Height
• The average difference between SOLS measurements & slipper cast is less than 

<1% of foot length.

• The difference between slipper cast and foam box is 3 times greater than that 
between slipper cast & SOLS.

Arch Height Measurement Differences Between Processes

In context, a patient with an arch height of 12mm would have the following 
measurement differences:

The measurement differences are small. However, SOLS digital capture is closer to 
the slipper cast data than the foam box.

SOLS is as accurate as conventional methods of foot capture for orthotics generation
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Percentage 

Difference

SOLS vs

Slipper Cast

-0.51%

SOLS vs 

Foam Box

-0.48%

Slipper Cast 

vs Foam Box

+0.03%

Measurement 

Difference

SOLS vs 

Slipper Cast

-1.41mm

SOLS vs 

Foam Box

-1.36mm

Slipper Cast 

vs Foam Box

+0.05mm

Width of Forefoot
• The mean differences between SOLS vs slipper cast and SOLS vs foam box are 

close – between 0.38mm and 0.39mm.

• Slipper cast and foam box show a closer affinity in the measured data sets. 

• SOLS digital capture process is a one-step process that directly takes input from 
the patient’s foot and does not involve manual handling that may alter the 
resolution of the actual foot model.

Width of Forefoot Measurement Differences Between Processes

In a real world context, a patient with a forefoot width of 280mm would have the 
following measurement differences:

SOLS is as accurate as conventional methods of foot capture for orthotics generation
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Rearfoot Varus/Valgus
• SOLS and slipper cast measurements have a difference averaging less than 1°.

• Measurements obtained from the slipper cast and foam box on average differ 
by over 2.8°. 

Rearfoot Varus/Valgus Measurement Differences Between Processes

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The clinical study completed by JDL successfully verifies the accuracy of the SOLS foot capturing process. 
The results suggest that the measurements obtained via the SOLS process vs. the traditional slipper casting 
present an <0.1% difference in arch height. In contrast, the foam box impression measurements were less 
accurate in capturing arch height against slipper cast (>.28% difference) and rearfoot varus/valgus 
(>1.70° difference).

Slipper cast and foam box impression were introduced to the industry to conserve time in casting. In 
comparison to these two methods of foot capture, SOLS’ quick and efficient digital process is equally 
accurate as slipper casting, and more accurate than foam box.

Future Forward:
SOLS is dedicated to fostering an environment of data-driven advancements for the podiatric community. 
While this study accessed the accuracy of the process, specific to arch height, rearfoot varus/valgus and 
forefoot width, we plan to further investigate the foot data accuracy through an analysis comparing against 
the measurement from MRI/X-Ray data.

Future studies will help us enhance the SOLS digital process; delivering a universally desired patient 
experience with confidence, simplicity and precision.

Degree

Difference

SOLS vs 

Slipper Cast

+0.77°

SOLS vs 

Foam Box

-2.04°

Slipper Cast 

vs Foam Box

-2.81°

SOLS is as accurate as conventional methods of foot capture for orthotics generation
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